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APOLLO,  ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND GREAT WARRIORS, 
mocked the god of love, EROS, for using HIS bow and arrow, BY 
saying, “What are you doing With poWerful Weapons, naughty 
boy?” “that equipment of yours are fitting my shoulders, 
which are able to give certain wounds to the wild animals, 
and to the enemies, which recently killed the swollen 
Python with countless arrows, the Python who was pressing 
down so many acres with his disease-bearing stomach! You 
will be content to provoke some loves by your fire, not to 
claim my honors.”



then Eros prepared two arrows: one of gold and
one of lead. He shot Apollo with the gold arrow,
instilling in the god a passionate love for the
nymph Daphne. THEN He shot Daphne with the lead
arrow, instilling in her a hatred for Apollo. Apollo
took after her sister, artemis. Daphne had spurned
her many potential lovers, preferring
instead woodland sports and exploring the forest
Due to her identity as an “aemula phoebes”, she had
dedicated herself to perpetual virginity. Her
father, the river god PENEUS, demanded that she get
married and give him grandchildren.



SHE HOWEVER, PLEADED WITH HER FATHER TO REMAIN
UNMARRIED as she had sworn to do so. AFTER A WhILE
Her father AGREED. APOLLO FOLLOWED DAPHNE
Continuously, BEGGING HER TO STAY, BUT SHE CONTINUED
HER FIGHT against him. They were ALSO matched in
the race until Eros intervened helping Apollo catch
up to Daphne. WHEN SHE REALISED WHAT had HAPPENED
SHE CALLED HER FATHER FOR HELP!!!



"Help me, Peneus! Open the earth to enclose me, or 
change my form, which has brought me into this 
danger! Let me be free of this man from this moment 
forward!" And with Peneus ansWering her plea, “a 
heavy numbness seizes her limbs, her soft breasts 
are surrounded by a thin bark, her hair changes 
into foliage, her forearms change into branches; 
her foot, just now swift, now clings because of 
sluggish roots.” she Was turned into a laurel tree.





in spite of daphne’s rejection, apollo 
PROMISES THAT HE WILL LOVE HER 
FOREVER. HE SAID: “alWays my hair 
will have you, my lyres will have you, 
my quivers will have you, laurel tree. 
You will be present to two Latin 
places, when the happy voice will sing 
a triumph and they will visit the 
great ceremonies at the Capitoline 
hill.”





This myth presents us with a sometimes tragic side to “love”

because we learn that we cannot force somebody to love us. 
Loving somebody is a personal choice and, unfortunately, is not 
always mutual between two people. In other words, sometimes 
love can cause problems and sadness to the person who loves 
but who does not receive the same feelings from the person he 
or she cares about.




